VAL DI FIEMME - TRENTINO (ITALY)
14TH FIS TOUR DE SKI
1,5 KM SPRINT - 04.01.2020


Johannes Klaebo – (NOR) – 1°
It has been a really nice race: I had good skis today, good shape. I just pushed hard until the end and I somehow managed to do it.Tomorrow is going to be really tough especially at the top, I just try to focus on one race at a time.
Sergey Ustiugov – (RUS) – 2°
I’m happy more or less, but the main wish is overtaking Johannes. About tomorrow I know it is going to be a very tough race, I have taken part in it already twice, so I expect it to be as tough as the previous times.
Alexander Bolshunov – (RUS) – 3°
I’m happy more or less, but the main wish is overtaking Johannes. About tomorrow I know it is going to be a very tough race, I have taken part in it already twice, so I expect it to be as tough as the previous times.
Anamarija Lampic – (SLO) – 1.a
I am really satisfied with the result, this is my first time competing here in a classic-styled sprint, and this means a lot to me. I also won “Topolino” trophy, I have been here many times and it is always good to be here. Now I will receive the red bib back, I will try my best to keep it. As for tomorrow’s strategy, I think I will push hard at the beginning and then slow down. Yesterday I had a bad day but today I managed to do well. I am also happy that I won also for my country, because as you know Slovenia is not one of the best in this sport.
Astrid Jacobsen – (NOR) – 2.a 
I am satisfied with the race, it was a good race and I was really looking forward to it because classic sprint was the first discipline I did well in when I started racing in the World Cup. I think it’s a difficult track for the sprint because it has hard climbs and several more tactical elements as well. It has a very long finish, too. Honestly, it has everything. As to the Final Climb of tomorrow, I think everyone is tired and I am looking forward to finishing the Tour. I will do my best but I think it will be tough for everyone to go up to the Cermis. One step at a time. 
Jessica Diggins – (USA) – 3.a 
The one of today has been one of my favourite routes. I was in shape I have skied well. Tomorrow is going to be a weird race, you have to push and climb as hard as you can. The only thing we can do today is drink and eat a lot. It is really nice to support one another inside the group, it is like a family, we have been living together for the last five months and it has been really nice.

